TOUGHBOOK IN ACTION: A FULLY
RUGGEDIZED UMPC FOR GEOTECHNICIANS
PANASONIC TOUGHBOOK CF-U1

Recommended by PageUp, a laptop software
editor and distributor of ruggedized
terminals with 20 years' experience, the
Toughbook CF-U1 Ultra-Mobile PC is now
essential to the implementation of Apageo's
mobile IT projects. PageUp has been an
active Toughbook user for five years, with
more than 50 CF-U1s used by its partners
around the world.

www.toughbook.eu

APAGEO AND THE CF-U1: THE IDEAL DEVICE FOR ALL TERRAINS
APAGEO is a manufacturer of drilling equipment, with a
heritage of soil expertise and manufacturing instrumentation
devices for geotechnicians. It's responsible for conducting
studies of soil, producing land reports, and generating
precise data to inform the construction of bridges, roads,
buildings, houses.
Positioned in the highly specialized public buildings and
works sector, the company exports its offerings all over the
world and more than 50% of its sales are international. It
designs innovative technological solutions which aim to
provide all-terrain equipment. The main challenges are
simplifying trial performance and data transmission;
reducing space requirements and implementation time; and
above all, enhancing the reliability of the results. In 25
years, with the know-how of world-remowned geotechnician,
Louis Ménard, Apageo has developed a wide range of
products for the geotechnology industry, from field drills
through to sample analysis in laboratories.

A universal ruggedized
terminal
In 2008, to meet the many needs of geotechnicians and
accompany the development of its Self-Checking
Pressuremeter, Apageo started looking for a mobile solution
capable of controlling a set of dedicated devices in the field.
The company reviewed what was available, such as PDAs and
ruggedized laptops, and drew up precise specifications. It
demanded a fully ruggedized terminal with excellent
portability, a touchscreen and a keyboard, able to withstand
extreme environments. Apageo quickly chose the CF-U1,
which meets these criteria perfectly - and offers options to
go even further.

"Its integrated keyboard, screen size and many options make
it an all-round device, a kind of Swiss penknife which
enables us to introduce other developments. Given our
geographical cover of 80 countries, its Windows OS is also
an important point because this universal platform has
enabled us to load all our dedicated software and use remote
implementation devices, while securing the acquisition of
data and its transmission," explains Lionel Daré, Head of IT
and Electronics at APAGEO.
At only 1,060 grams, the CF-U1 is a small, compact PC - its
uniquely designed case is made of a very robust magnesium
alloy, capable of withstanding falls from 180 cm. Its 9 hours
of battery life guarantees efficient use without requiring an
external power source throughout the working day. Data
acquisition can be carried out with the integrated keyboard
or on the backlit touchscreen, which is always perfectly
legible, even in direct sunlight. FInally, it can handle
significant temperature fluctuations, enabling it to operate
comfortably outdoors in both Arctic and tropical conditions.

GeoBOX - a universal
acquisition unit dedicated to
geotechnology
Through their specialist skills, electronics and
pressuremeter experts at Apageo have been able to further
enhance devices traditionally used in geotechnology. Built on
the CF-U1, an automated solution known as GeoBOX
monitors the progress of trails on screen, ensuring data
security and controlling its printing. An optional GPRS
system allows results to be sent to the laboratory directly.
Thanks to its inherent qualities - performance, ergonomics,
ease-of-use, scaleability and extreme shock resistance - the
CF-U1 has now convinced all users of its ability to control
operations.

"The device, combined with our applications, has proven to
be very efficient, and its reliability guarantees us limited
maintenance costs. We have been using it daily for more
than a year in difficult conditions: it is resistant to mud,
damp and environments. It is a durable investment because
we have not had a single breakdown. Furthermore, its
multiple options encourage innovation in our solutions,"
adds Lionel Daré.
PAgeUp is also delighted to have recommended the CF-U1 to
Apageo. "Our relationship with Apageo started with their
requirement for printing equipment. This led us to offer a
comprehensive ruggedized package and become a prescriber
of the CF-U1. This has clearly added to the functionality of
the Apageo solution. Another factor was decisive in choosing
this product: its standard compatibility and its QWERTY
keyboard - basic control is done by touch, but entering data
is much quicker on the keyboard." concludes Olivier Bérard,
Head of Projects at PageUp.

